INSTRUCTIONS TO SUPERVISORS

- This paper is for use by the Art teacher and the candidates.

- Attention is directed to the syllabus and the General instructions as given in the O-Level syllabus Art 2015-2022.

- The Workbook and preparatory work should be labelled and submitted together with the project.

- 3 Dimensional works of Art should not exceed 60 cm height × 50 cm length × 50 cm width.

INFORMATION FOR THE CANDIDATES

Work on one question only.

Each project carries 100 marks.
Answer one question only from the following.

1. Design a repeat pattern to be used by a Safari Lodge for the following: a duvet cover, curtain and sheeting designs. Produce a colour swash and create two croquis for the main repeat design. Draw an interior of a room showing these designs in use.

2. Collage is a pictorial composition created out of different textured materials. Create a design of your choice using collage and demonstrate how it works on two artefacts of your choice.

3. Create a sculpture to be mounted as a display in your town pavements.

4. Using nature as a source of inspiration, produce a set of jewellery to be worn by models at an African Flair Fashion Show to be held by Rainbow Group of Hotels. Design a poster to advertise your jewellery at the event.

5. Zimbabwe is a country with diverse cultures. Produce a three dimensional (3D) artwork depicting a culture of your choice to be used for decoration purposes in a pavilion.

6. Pottery is one of the oldest art known to man. Produce two artworks of your choice of which one must be utilisation and the other decorative.

7. A beverage manufacturer in your community has commissioned you to; design a label for a packaging container. Choose suitable materials for use for the package.